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I think the results are obvious, and they speak for themselves. Alas, it would seem that if you want to use Fedora with a
setup like the above, then you'll be either very lucky or you're going to face a torrent of problems. But then, Linux has
always been, to use a somewhat stupid analogy, like saying you should only drive your car on Mondays on roads that
have green sidewalks, and then you will be fine. The whole not-our-problem, use hardware that's "friendly" is
nonsense, because people don't have infinite money, choice or expertise, especially since alternative operating systems
offer all they need, plus a full range of hardware freedom.
My Fedora 30 test on the G50 was decent - that's a simple Intel graphics box - but even that one used to have millions
of problems with Linux - Fedora wouldn't boot until I'd done a BIOS update, and for three years, almost every distro

had network disconnect problems. On this box, we're seeing more of what I showed you in the Fedora 29 test. Fedora
and Nvidia graphics are not a good fit. Add to that my home dir import woes, the performance woes, the Wireless
woes, you get the picture. Feels like we've gone back many years into the past. I'd actually prefer if distros WARNED
that the device is not certified or approved or expected to work and refuse to install, than install and then throw a whole
bucket of hissy. I will still run an in-vivo upgrade on the Lenovo machine, because that's what I promised to do, but
this is a big, big disappointment.
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